
HOOPES VISION

serving it up.

LASIK, PRK, & SMILE VISION CORRECTION BENEFITS
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Hoopes Vision
11820 South State Street

Draper, Utah 84020
80.568.0200 Main
hoopesvision.com

Exclusively for

http://wmadrid@hoopesvision.com  
http://hoopesvision.com


hip
hip
hooray!

❶ Savings of $1200.00 for both eyes or $600.00 per eye on your all-laser LASIK/PRK procedure
❷ 0% financing available through CareCredit for up to 24months. Subject to approval
❸ Tchotckes (a.k.a. giveaways)
❹ Complimentary LASIK/PRK consultations for patients who have not have previous eye surgery, been diagnosed  
 with cataracts, or existing eye conditions

PEHP Health and Benefits has enrolled in the Hoopes Vision Corporate Perks Program. As a valued employee and member, 
you now have access to an exclusive LASIK/PRK benefit which is available to you and your immediate family. Member 
privileges include:

($1850.00 per eye/$3700.00 both eyes)
 ALL-LASER LASIK PROCEDURE.    

3700.00$
Hoopes Vision Corporate Perks Program

Retail Price $ 2450.00 per eye/Bi-lateral 
Procedure Price $ 4900.00 both eyes

« PEHP Health and Benefits Price



600.00$
OFF PER EYE ON YOUR KAMRA INLAY 

OR SMILE PROCEDURE 

HOOPES VISION CORPORATE
PERKS PROGRAM MEMBERS RECEIVE

Wait! There’s more . . .

KAMRA® inlay
Ready to ditch those pesky glasses and stop 
the hunt for misplaced readers? 

The KAMRA® inlay is an advanced vision 
correction technology that may revolutionize 
the way presbyopia, or “after-40 vision” is 
treated. Hoopes Vision has been closely 
involved with this device since the early 
research phase, and was in fact the largest 
single participant in the FDA trials, in terms of 
patients treated. 

The KAMRA™ corneal inlay is a device that 
restores near vision and frees patients from 
the constant frustrations of reading glasses. 
It is a small round ring, measuring 3.8 mm in 
diameter, which is placed in a small tunnel in 
the center of the cornea. Once placed, this ring 
is nearly invisible to outside observers. The 
KAMRA™ inlay allows patients over the age 
of 40 to see clearly in the distance as well as 
close up, reducing or eliminating the need for 
reading glasses, bifocals, or monovision. It is a 
safe, quick, and reversible procedure.

SMILE

The SMILE technique was FDA approved in the 
fall of 2016 and Hoopes Vision was the first 
center in Utah to perform this new procedure. 
 
ReLEx® SMILE, an acronym for Small Incision 
Lenticule Extraction, is an innovative new 
method of performing laser eye surgery for 
patients that are nearsighted and  may not 
have been LASIK or PRK candidates in the 
past.

SMILE is a technique where just one laser 
is required, the Zeiss Visumax. Based on 
the prescription of the patient, the laser will 
create a microscopic “lenticule” (disc of tissue) 
inside the intact cornea. The lenticule is then 
extracted through a small opening. One of the 
main advantages is that SMILE is not performed 
under a flap or at the surface, allowing for a 
quick recovery. 

Hoopes Vision is one of the most technologically advanced surgery centers in the world, specializing in the 
newest vision correction procedures. We understand that LASIK and PRK is not for everyone. The KAMRA® 
Inlay and SMILE procedures give us more options in our toolbox to help each person achieve the best visual 
outcome for their individual lifestyle. We are extremely happy to provide these new alternatives as part of the 
Corporate Perks Program.

Hoopes Vision is one of the most technologically advanced surgery centers in the world, specializing in the 
newest vision correction procedures. We understand that LASIK and PRK is not for everyone. The KAMRA® 
Inlay and SMILE procedures give us more options in our toolbox to help each person achieve the best visual 
outcome for their individual lifestyle. We are extremely happy to provide these new alternatives as part of the 
Corporate Perks Program.

« PEHP Health and Benefits Price
Sarah Tyau

YouTuber & Blogger - Our Life Is Beautiful

As a busy mom, wife, YouTuber, and blogger. I never have enough 
time in a day to accomplish everything I want.  Dealing with the 
hassle of glasses and contacts was something I knew I didn’t 
have time for. When I was ready for LASIK, I went to Hoopes 
Vision.  After my surgery, I realized how quick and painless the 
procedure really was.  I couldn’t be happier. I should have done 
this a long time ago!

“



Patient Concierge
For those PEHP Health & Benefits employees and members that live out of state, don’t worry we’ve got your 
back. We have partnerships with local hotels so you get a special rate on accommodations, too! 

Every year, thousands of patients come to Hoopes Vision for LASIK, cataracts, ICL, or other vision correction 
surgery. Of those, hundreds come from out of state or from far enough away that an overnight stay is required. 
Fortunately, Salt Lake Valley is a great place to stay! Here are some local hotels with whom we have contracted 
discount rates for patients, as well as some of the many dining, shopping, and entertainment attractions near 
our facility in Draper. Visit https://www.hoopesvision.com/patient-resources/patient-concierge/

READY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR VISION CORRECTION OPTIONS?

11820 South State Street Draper, Utah 84020        ●       801.568.0200        ●       hoopesvision.com

Give us a call.

Bill Allred
Radio From Hell, Radio Personality

The miracle of laser vision correction…LASIK... and the glasses 
are gone forever. Dr. Hoopes has restored my eyesight to 
where it needs to be with a short, painless procedure. Now I 
don’t have to reach for a pair of glasses when I get up in the 
morning. I can ride my bike or work out at the gym without 
heavy, thick glasses sliding down my nose or fogging up. I 
don’t have to carry a pair of glasses and a pair of sunglasses 
with me and keep switching them back and forth.

“

Find out what people are saying about their experience with 
Hoopes Vision!  . . . clickity-clack away! 

rave reviews

https://www.hoopesvision.com/testimonials/

Visit https://www.hoopesvision.com/patient-resources/patient-concierge/ 
http://hoopesvision.com
https://www.hoopesvision.com/testimonials/

